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Summary 

Seismic inversion has become almost routine in quantita-
tive 3D seismic interpretation. To ensure the quality of the 
seismic inversion, the input seismic data need to have a 
high signal-to-noise ratio. With the current low oil price 
environment, seismic reprocessing is often preferred over 
reacquisition to improve the data quality. Forward and 
inverse migration (i.e. migration and demigration) are a 
more recently introduced transform pair that, when used 
together in an iterative workflow, result in a least-squares 
migration algorithm. Least-squares migration compensates 
for surface variation in data density and, when combined 
with a filter applied to the prestack migrated images, sup-
presses both operator and data aliasing. We apply a least-
squares migration workflow to a fractured-basement da-
taset from Texas Panhandle to demonstrate the enhance-
ment in signal-to-noise ratio, the reduction in acquisition 
footprint and migration artifacts, and the improvement in 
the P-impedance inversion result. 
 
Introduction 

Thanks to improved algorithms and simple user interfaces, 
seismic impedance inversion has become a routine means 
of incorporating well data to estimate lithological proper-
ties in 3D quantitative interpretation. However, the quality 
of seismic inversion depends on the quality of the seismic 
amplitude data. To improve seismic data quality, we either 
acquire and process new data, or reprocess the old data to 
obtain a better, more amplitude-friendly image. While 
reacquiring data using denser, wider azimuth survey is 
more likely to produce better images, such acquisition is 
both costly and time consuming. Given the current low oil 
price, reprocessing might be the only feasible choice for 
many operators. Reprocessing old seismic data involves 
many different tasks that all contribute to the final image 
improvement. In this paper, we focus on the last phase of 
processing – migration and data conditioning – through the 
application of constrained conjugate-gradients least-
squares migration method to a fractured-basement dataset. 

Our study area belongs to the Panhandle-Hugoton field, of 
Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas, a giant oil field and the 
largest conventional gas field in North America (Sorenson, 
2005). Although the field has been extensively produced, 
previously untapped local hydrocarbon accumulations are 
still encountered. Recent drilling activity indicates that 
some wells produce directly from basement fractures 
(Figure 1). Our main objective is to use seismic attributes 
and inversion results to identify open fracture zones that 
are potentially filled with hydrocarbon. 

The top basement is very shallow (~2500-ft-deep), giving 
rise to some processing challenges. Overlaying on top of 
the basement is a thick Permian evaporite layer, causing 
strong head waves (Figure 2). Reflection signals are over-
printed by strong coherent noise, including ground roll and 

Figure 1. Crab-eye rock at Charon’s Garden, Wichita Moun-

tains (see how it looks like a frowny crab?). The rock is com-

posed of fractured granite with multiple sets of joints that are 

several tens of feet apart. This is an outcrop analog to the 

fractured basement 2500-ft below the ground.  

Figure 2. Regional geological cross-section through the Pan-

handle field (Sorenson, 2005). Source rocks are located in the 

deeper part of the Anadarko Basin and have an age range 

from Ordovician to Pennsylvanian, including the Mississippi-

an Woodford Shale. The most common reservoir rocks are the 

early Permian carbonate and the Granite Wash. Oil also fills 

joints and fractures that formed in the previously exposed 

basement highs. Above the reservoir rocks, middle Permian 

evaporites act as a seal. Such a thick, high-velocity layer of 

evaporites is the cause of strong head waves in seismic data.   
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reverberating refractions (Figure 3). Due to the shallow 
target, some gaps in the source-receiver geometry, and the 
nature of the orthogonal shot and receiver line acquisition 
program (Figure 4), the seismic data suffer from acquisi-
tion footprint.  
 
Methods 

Our constrained conjugate-gradients least-squares migra-
tion workflow aims to suppress aliased signal and aliased 
noise in the final image, preserve the higher frequency 
information of steeply dipping reflectors, and compensate 
for irregular surface sampling that gives rise to acquisition 
footprint. The workflow is complicated and involves many 
steps (Guo et al, 2016). To better explain our method, let us 
break it down to four elements: migration, least-squares, 
conjugate-gradients, and constraint. 

1. Migration: The migration operator can be understood as 
a filter implemented as a matrix operator, applied to the 
prestack data to produce a reflectivity model (i.e. the mi-
grated images). The reverse operator is demigration (more 
commonly known as the forward modeling operator), de-
noted as G, which is a filter that, when applied to a reflec-
tivity model m, would produce the prestack raw seismic 
data d:  
d = Gm.  (1) 
We want to solve for the reflectivity model m. To do so, 
we need to invert operator G:  

m = G
-1

d.  (2) 
However, in almost all cases, G cannot be directly invert-
ed. Fortunately, we can approximate the migration operator 
as GT, the transpose of G: 
m = G

T
d.  (3) 

Such approximation typically produces adequate image 
quality for dense data. However, for our low-fold data with 
shallow target, this approximation no longer holds, result-
ing in the annoying cross-cutting migration artifacts seen 
on the final image (Figure 5). 

2. Least-Squares: A better way to approximate G
-1 is to 

find a solution m such that the sum of the squares of the 
difference (d-Gm) is the least (hence, least-squares). That 
is, instead of finding m such that 
d-Gm = 0, (4) 
we want to find m that minimize the objective function 
J=(d-Gm)T(d-Gm). (5) 

3. Conjugate-gradients: Among first-order iterative meth-
ods to solve least-squares problem, conjugate-gradients is 
the only method to theoretically guarantee convergence 
after a finite number of iterations (Hestenes and Stiefe, 
1952). Therefore,  it is generally the fastest method to solve 
least-squares problem iteratively. 

4. Constraint: The input data contain both signal and noise. 
If we solve the least-squares problem too exactly, the solu-
tion will reflect the noise portion of the data and will be 
geologically unreasonable. We use Structure-Oriented 
Filtering (SOF) as our constraint to suppresses random 
noise and both operator and data aliasing that cuts across 
the dominant reflectors, while preserving edges (Zhang et 
al, 2016) . 
 
 

Figure 3. A representative 3D 

shot gather sorted by offset with 

interpreted events, including 

head waves, reflections, air blast 

(or ground roll?), and reverbera-

tions. At the target top basement 

depth (t=0.57s), critical refrac-

tion occurs at offset h = 3200ft. 

Beyond this point, the signal are 

highly contaminated by coher-

ent, moderate bandwidth head 

waves.  

Figure 4. Source (red squares) 

and receiver (blue crosses) ge-

ometry of the seismic survey. 

Linear gaps in source and re-

ceiver locations are associated 

with roads. Other smaller, circu-

lar gaps are areas inaccessible to 

vibroseis trucks. These gaps, 

together with the rectangular 

gridding geometry, generate 

acquisition footprint in seismic 

data, especially at shallow target 

depth. 

Figure 5. Schematic showing the migration process. The 

main idea is to copy each amplitude value along ellip-

soids and then stack all the subsequent images together. 

If the data are sufficiently sampled, some areas construc-

tively interfere into reflectors, while others destructively 

interfere into zero-data zones. If the data are insufficient-

ly sampled, there may be only partial destructive interfer-

ence, resulting in aliasing. 
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 Application and Results 

After applying coherent noise suppression techniques de-
scribed by Verma et al (2016), we performed both conven-
tional Kirchhoff prestack time migration and constrained 
conjugate-gradients least-squares migration and then com-
puted geometric attributes and impedance inversion from 
both migrated results in order to quantify any improvement 
from constrained conjugate-gradients least-squares migra-
tion. 

Figure 6 shows a vertical slice through the seismic ampli-
tude volumes generated by conventional Kirchhoff and 
constrained conjugate-gradients least-squares prestack time 
migration. The conventional Kirchhoff migrated result 
exhibits strong steeply dipping migration artifacts due to 
operator aliasing, even though we used only the low-
frequency components to image steep dips as described by 
Biondi (2001). This aliasing gives rise to acquisition foot-
print in subsequent attribute and inversion results. The 

constrained conjugate-gradients least-squares migration 
result increases the signal-to-noise ratio, enhances reflec-
tion clarity, and fills in the illumination gaps caused by 
highways. 

Figure 7 shows coherence time slices below the top base-
ment generated by conventional Kirchhoff and constrained 
conjugate gradient least-squares prestack time migration. 
Most of the grid-like (hash) artifacts are suppressed on the 
coherence time slice computed from the constrained conju-
gate-gradients least-squares migration result. The same 
effect can be observed in the near-offset-stack P-
impedance inversion results and inversion misfit error 
maps (Figure 8 and Figure 9). Acquisition footprint is 
greatly reduced in the constrained conjugate-gradients least
-squares migration result, making low impedance zones of 
interest smoother and easier to identify. These low imped-
ance zones contain producing well locations in the survey 
area and correspond to open fractures filled with hydrocar-
bons. The impact on prestack azimuthal anisotropy analysis 

Figure 7. Coherence time slice 

at t=0.608s (close to top base-

ment) generated from (a) con-

ventional Kirchhoff prestack 

time migration and (b) con-

strained conjugate gradients 

least-squares prestack time 

migration. Most of the grid-like 

low-coherence hash pattern 

(red lines) seen in the conven-

tional migrated coherence map 

is suppressed in the constrained 

conjugate gradients least-

squares migrated coherence 

map.  

Figure 6. Vertical slice through the seismic amplitude volume generated from (a) conventional Kirchhoff prestack time migra-

tion and (b) constrained conjugate gradient least-squares prestack time migration. The same migration algorithm is used in both 

cases. Note the cross-cutting migration artifacts (red lines) in the conventional migrated image that are suppressed in the con-

strained conjugate gradient least-squares migrated image.  
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is also significant (Ha and Marfurt, 2017). 
 
Conclusions 

The application of the constrained conjugate-gradients least
-squares migration on a Texas Panhandle fractured-
basement dataset shows a significant improvement in seis-
mic data quality by reducing migration artifacts, suppress-
ing acquisition footprint, and enhancing reflection clarity. 
Zones of low impedance, hydrocarbon-filled open fractures 
are better delineated using inversion results from the con-
strained conjugate-gradients least-squares migration. Our 
caveat is that interpreters must recognize that even this 
sophisticated workflow needs careful data processing. Spe-
cifically, a good velocity model, surface consistent residual 

statics corrections, and coherent noise suppression, are 
equally important. Only together with a good velocity 
model and higher signal-to-noise data can constrained con-
jugate-gradients least-squares migration exhibit its full 
potential. 
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Figure 9. Phantom horizon 

map 0.14s below the top base-

ment through inversion misfit 

error volume generated from 

(a) conventional Kirchhoff 

prestack time migration and (b) 

constrained conjugate gradient 

least-squares prestack time 

migration. The constrained 

conjugate gradient least-

squares migration errors are 

smoother and contains less 

hash-pattern artifacts than those 

created by conventional Kirch-

hoff migration.   

Figure 8. Phantom horizon 

map 0.14 s below the top base-

ment through P-impedance 

volumes generated from (a) 

conventional Kirchhoff pre-

stack time migration and (b) 

constrained conjugate gradient 

least-squares prestack time 

migration. Impedance map 

created by constrained conju-

gate gradient least-squares 

migration exhibits less hash-

pattern noise, making it easier 

to isolate zones of low imped-

ance corresponding to potential 

open fractures filled with hy-

drocarbons. 


